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Abstract -This paper proposed efficient method for determining
optimal capacitor placement in distribution network. The
capacitor placement optimization was determined by the CAPO
application available in the power system simulation
programmed for planning, design and analysis of distribution
system (PSS/Adept) and bus ranking method. Bus ranking
determines suitable location by calculate loss reduction index.
High loss reduction index is considered as critical area. CAPO is
determined by application in PSS/Adept that already
programmed inside that. Comparison between these methods
has been made to determine more suitable method to optimal
capacitor placement in term of low power losses and high power
factor. This paper consists of finding the optimal location and size
of capacitors in electrical distribution with an objective to
improving the voltage profile, reduction power loss, and power
factor correction. The proposed study was conducted on the 45
bus distribution system contain 33Kv bus and 11 Kv bus. The
result has shown that significant reduction in power losses,
voltage profile and power factor improvement was obtained with
the installation of capacitor bank at the suitable location with
appropriate sizing. Proposed solution methodology has been
implemented and the test results are including in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Power distribution from electric power plan to consumer is
accomplished via the transmission line and distribution line.
Studies have indicated that total power generated from power
plan distribute to costumer has some losses. The losses can
cause low voltage, low power factor and low power at the load.
The losses that have been generated at the distribution level are
eR losses [\). The 12R losses can be separated to active and
reactive component of branch current, where the losses
produced by reactive current can be reduced by the installation
of shunt capacitor. The main function of a power system is to
feed the load with electrical energy as economically and
reliably as feasible. The distribution system is responsible for
transfer electrical energy from substation to load [2]. In
distribution system low voltage at load end will caused big
power losses and the power factor become small [3]. Growing
load on the distribution system result is can increase of reactive
power demand necessary to maintain the voltage within
acceptable level [4].

The advantages with addition of shunt capacitor bank are to
improve the power factor, voltage profile, power loss reduction,
increase capacity feeder, to reduced energy losses, and release
KVA also to maintain voltage profile also as system
improvement. Therefore it is important to find optimal location
and size capacitor in system to achieve the objective. Proper
placement of capacitor on distribution network reduces power
and energy losses. Increase the available capacity of feeder and

. improve the voltage [5]. So that to improve power system load
capacitor need to install at the load or low voltage profile bus.

The increasing demand in the power system has posed a
challenging task to power system engineers in maintaining a
reliable and secure system economically. In the heavily loaded
network, the load current drawn from the source would
increase. This may lead to an increase in voltage drop and
system losses. The performance of distribution system
becomes inefficient due to the reduction in voltage magnitude
and increase in distribution losses [6]. The system analysis of a
power system in normal steady state operation is known as a
power flow or load flow study [7]. A power flow analysis of a
particular power system calculates the voltages and voltage
angle at each node in a power system. From this information
current, real and reactive power flow through the line in the
difference bus can be analyze. Power flow program are use for
planning, economic scheduling and control the system as well
as planning it future. The system is assumed to be operating
under balanced condition and single phase is used to represeilt
the system [8].

This paper studies implementation of network
reconfiguration in the power distribution systems for loss
reduction, power factor correction and voltage profile
improvement with the installation of capacitor bank at the load
bus. The capacitor placement optimization was determined by
the CAPO application available in the power system
simulation programmed for planning, design and analysis of
distribution system (PSS/Adept) and bus ranking method. This
application determines optimal capacitor placement based on
minimum losses, high power factor and high voltage at load
bus. For bus ranking method, suitable location by determines
by calculate the loss reduction index. High loss reduction
index is considered as critical area. Various locations for IIKv
and 33Kv load bus were also tested in order to realize the
effect of location and sizing of capacitor bank in term~' of loss
reduction, power factor correction and voltage imp",. v':ment
during network distribution. The results also were c"il,;~;,.ed to
obtained good method for optimal capacitor p!:Kemcnt in
distribution system. The study was implemented on ,ile 45 bus
containing IIKv and 33Kv in distribution system.












